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CHAPTER I

General Background
Leaders have always "been necessary in our civilization. 

At the present times with the world situation as it is# it 
is even more important that leaders be developed— men and 
women irith wisdomj, courage^ and ahllity. Any attempt to 
discover which combinations of qualities or attributes are 
usually found in leaders would be worthwhile if it led to 
the next step of discovering and developing these qualities 
in childreno ■

The ifflpprtance of the subject of leadership is evi
denced by the wealth of literature on the subject written 
in the past fifty years. Writers have attacked it from 
every angle j, using varied methods and approaches , and . 
different age groups for investigation. However9 because 
leadership is a complex psychological problem, involving 
many sociological aspects, even these writers admit that 
we still know little about the subject» Further study is 
valuable insofar as it confirms previous work and uncovers 
new'facts'. " '..h-: -r u . ' ■" '

In an article entitled. MFamine in Leadership!1- written 
in 19^7, and deploring the fact that leaders in ideas and



priaoiples are scarce, Behnke^ wrote:
, On the leadership of tke world rests the greatest 
responsibility- in. History I for nerer "before have menls 
problems been so interlocked on a.world scale. Because 

;; of these . interrelationss one. small crack in the new 
union of the nations might well cause that chaos that 
we all so poignantly dread. The leaders of today and 
the immediate tomorrow hold the seed of the future 
peace or of unbelievably destructive future wars in 
their hands. Millions of lives are involved— young 
lives with great: latent gifts for the artsscience, 
politics, religion— and in any future war, mature lives 
in the prime of their service to man, since no one 

V. anywhere will escape» , , „ With all this at stake, 
manss concern about his leaders can hardly be too 

. great,
This statement sounds as if it were written in 1951» 

Behnke- claims that our emphasis upon the learning of facts 
has caused a famine in leadership<> ^Millions of us listen 
to 8 quiz1 programs and worship at the shrine of memory 
learning,He comes to the conclusion that "segregation 
of the intellectually elite" would be the solution to the 
problem. They should be taught to think, analyze, and 
synthesize. Segregation sounds like a good idea, but 
President Conant of Harvard warns against it, as it tends 
to make an undesirable social situation9 Certainly it is 
opposed to the democratic ideal of students learning 
human, relationships by partieipating in natural situations 

; at school.

. ^J,Ao Behnke, "Famine in Leadership," School and 
Society, L W  (May 31, I#?), p, 397,

2lbid,



' r ' " ■ ■Bennett agrees with the Idea of the need for leaders
hut places the responsibility for training them on the high
school. ' ,He says? .

What the world needs today more than anything else- 
Is leadersi men and women of ability, of broad vision 
and set'courage, of power and ability to direct the 
thoughts and energies of others. 'This training of 
students' for leadership should be particularly the 
work of the high schools and of institutions of hlgher>

, learning. - . . fhe high school should organize its 
- various extra-currieular activities so as to give each 
student an opportunity to discover and develop his 
particular' abilities; to train him so that he may 
appear before the public in an unembarrassed and effec
tive manner; to help him establish a relation between 
his school work and the affairs of life, and to develop 
in him qualities of leadership.
. Wilds., and HoEown also bell eye that the schools offer 

opportunity for self-develppment. According to Wilds,
The best way for t he schools to develop leadership : 

is to furnish opportunity. ,.».<= . In every school, with 
its many interests: and increasing number of activities, 
there are ever-widening opportunities for demonstrating 
and developing the qualities needed for leadership.
In a somewhat similar vein HcKown^ states:
, Everyone is, interested in something . . . the func

tion of the teacher is to find out student interests, to 
encourage the good ones, to develop them, and to increase 
their, range by bringing the student into contact with 
new situations. Extra—curricular activities offer many 
■ opportunities for the student to try himself out, and 
to develop his powers 'by employing them in real 

■ situations. *

^H.O. Bennett, "Developing Leadership in the High 
School, « Education,: 3CL11I (October, 1922.), 107-15.

' ^Elmer Harrison Wilds, Extra-Curricular Activities.
P. 28. lew York: The Century Company, 192E.

^Earry C. IcKown, Extra-Curricular Activities, p. 28, 
Hew York: The Macmillan Company, 192?.



We come to the conclusion then that extra-curricular 
activities constitute a valuable training ground for the 
development of leadershipP and that it is to the leaders 
in these activities that we must .look for leadership in 
the later activities pf lif e. ,' '"-'i '

Because of the wide-spread and felt need for leaders 
and the attempts to develop them through participation in 
extra-curricular or co-eurrieular activities, studies of 
the qualities associated with leadership have become of 
considerable interest to educators <, ’

fhe present writer has always had an interest in 
extra-eurricuiar activities* As a high school English 
teacherp through the directing of playss and sponsorship 
of school papersp- clubs and classes s she had an opportunity 
to observe the'boys and girls who participated, A review 
of the literature on leadership proved to be very infor- • 
mative. An exhaustive search for other theses written at- 
the University of Arizona» using the method and materials, 
planned by the writers revealed none, The one most nearly 
approaching it was by Mctiomb»̂  using Phoenix Union High 
School boys. Since Tucson Senior High School graduates, 
were used for this studyp it was hoped that the findings 
might be useful to eoumselors and administrators of that 
school, , . ' ■ - :

■ “J - ' ' " ' ’ .. :
Jesse E, Icdombs MExtra-Gurrieular Activities and .. 

Scholarship.w Unpublished Master^: thesis. University of 
Arizona, 192?,



Definition, of Terms
For the purpose of this study leadership 

is operationally defined as active participation in extra
curricular activitieso V ' " '

• Extra-Curricular Activities: Activities which may he 
partieipated in during or after school hours3 memhership 
in which is on a voluntary basiss and for which no school ‘ 
credit is given» Other names $ such as eo-curricular active 
itieSj, are sometimes uaed» A complete list of the specific 
activities used in this study will be found in the appendix 
Purpose Of Study ■ i ■
. • This study attempts to determine certain relationships 
between leadership* intelligence,•and scholarship, for»a 
particular group of high school seniors =, More specifically 
the particular hypotheses to be investigated are;

1 o'.That no significant relationship exists between 
intelligence and leadership for the population 
studied.' ' ' ■

2. That no significant relationship exists between 
scholarship and .leadership, for the population 
studied. ,, ' lu- : ' ' i/v ' :



Apparently, up until about 19,10, not much was written 
conoernlnF either extracurricular activities or leader- 
ships &ut in the 19208e there was a tremendous upsurge of . 
interest in both. Many writers attempted to justify extra- 
curricular activities on the basis of their value to the , 
studentp while others criticised tfees. frriis the - point of 
view of 'time wasted on the part of both student and teacher.

' Of consideraMe aid to the writer #f ttt# etmlf .was a . 
very complete survey by Stogdill2- of the literature on the 
subject of leadership<s _ BefS.s-' not m l f  is there am. exteme##
bibliography» but al*9, studies have been arranged in groups
according to the characteristics of leadergs and the results 
made available in very brief form, fills is extremely 
helpful in eummarlgl&g. fba .survey is v m m r n m ^ m  W  all
who wish information on this subject* ......... ,

As an m o o a e  of the type of brief summaries to be . 
found, there er» fifteen studies which agree on the follow
ing conclusionst . ■

  .
■̂ Halph H. Stogdill, "Personal Factors ^^oclated with 

Leadership^ A Surrey of the Literature,11 Journal of 
Psychology, W - z m  (January, 19*1 S), 35-/1*
. - ‘ ; •: ■ : . '.' 6 ■'



?

a* fhe average person who occupies a position of 
leadership exceeds the average of his group in ' 
(1) intelligence, (2) scholarship, (3) responsi
bility, (fe) activity and social participation, 
and (5) socio-economic status0 

bo The characteristics required of a leader are 
determined by the .situation. \ I

. Similar summaries are given for the other groups of 
studies» . . - ' :n! ̂

As for the characteristics of leaders which are- perti
nent to this investigation, there.wer e twenty-three studies 
which concluded that leaders are brighter than non-leaders0 
However,.the leader is not too much more intelligent than 
the average of the group led. If he is too far removed 
from the average of his group, his interests are different; 
and there is no common ground between him and the led.

Concerning scholarship, twenty-two studiest reported 
that leaders make better grades than non-leaders.

■'Fifteen studies showed leaders to come from higher 
socio-economic backgrounds. Nineteen writers found that 
patterns of leadership traits differ with the situation.
Six studies mentioned the discovery that leaders lack 
modesty6 Responsibility, self-assurance, and fluency of 
speech (including authoritative tone of voice and inflec
tion) were other traits studied, among many. Stogdill8® 
bibliography lists studies dating from 190^ to 19 7̂°
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Obviously ,• among the various investigations there were 
S&ny differences in subjects and methodologyo . Some studied . 
high school student8$ others- college students» still others 
the pre-school childo Different point systems and other, 
methods for determining leaders were employed. In spite 
of these, variations» a remarkable similarity in results 
was obtained9 as will be seen in the summary at the end 
of this chapter-. 1
Pertinent Studies • > : -
' - - -' Two writers were Interested in- the possible effect' ' 
on scholarship of active participation in extra-curricular 
activities. Mcberabs'3' In working with boys of phoenix 
iTnion High Schoolj, discovered that participants in extra
curricular activities have- higher scholarship than non- 
participants s and that leaders in degree of participation 
are also' leaders, in-scholastic standing. ,. ‘ .•

 ̂Swanson * in his study , came to the conclusion that: 
there was little evidence that-participation in extra- 
eurrieular activities affects scholarship. He states 

/ that?;. :/. / ' / , . ' _ ,. . ' :

1 , - ' * '..Jesse E. He'Oombs.. ̂ Extra-Ourrloular Activities and • ■
Scholarship.ro- Unpublished Mastertts thesis j, University
of Arizbnap 1927=
- ^A.M. Swan so nj !llIhe Effect on High School, Scholar-

; ship of Pupil Participation in Extra-Ourricular AetlvitleB,* 
School Review. XXXII (Octobers 192h), 626. .
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■ On .the Wholes, the evidence point's to the thesis
that hlgh=school pupils of somewhat more than average 
intelligenee partielpate in extra-eurrieular activities'#. 

■ probably as a means of expressing their intelligence 
: . beyond the demands of the curriculum# and that such 

participation does not significantly affect their 
scholastic standing. .
Two studies' dealing principally with the factor of 

intelligence andtits relation to"leadership.'were those of 
Bennett and Jones# and Me:duen= At the Rochester Shop

■ ' '■"* i ■ ■■ • . : ' ■School# Bennett and Jones asked the teachers# the principal# 
and the athletic coach to select five leaders each# and 
also five failures or non̂ -leaders» Otis Intelligence tests 
were given» It was found that the.leaders had high lntelli= 
•geneeo Ho. "boy shorn to have inferior/Intelligence was 
rated as a leader # mid no hoy rated as a leader was in the 
inferior group in intelligenceo It was concluded that 
intelligence underlies ability in leadership and that low 
intelligence effectually bars a persoh from leadership,,

In a masteris thesis#'written at Stanford University 
in 1929# McGuen warns that the inference must not be made 
that all leaders have a high degree of Intelligence. His 
conclusions are;

It There is a tendency for college groups to choose 
someone with intelligence slightly above the- 
average for the group. -

d-H.B. Bennett, and B.R. Jones# “Leadership in Relation 
to intelligence# i„ School Review# XXXI (February$ 1923)*125~2£u.
' . %.L. McGuen# ^Leadership and Intelligence#68 Education#
L (October# 1929)# 89»95o . .
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2o College- gpoups select their leaders from a wide 
range of intelllgeacev ,

3° Hen seem to depend on intellectual traits more 
than women.

Mro Leaders seem to be selected, for other traits and 
intelligence is merely a concomitant» He says 
that many student s of leadership think that any 

.person above normal, intelligenee should be capable
' of leadershlpo
5» Athletic leaders are chosen for their ability in

sports*::/.. ... /,/',;. . :
He concludess "fhe crowd seems to desire to be led 

by the average person0 Evidently in a democratic society 
the leader must not be too far detached from the group. 1̂ 

■ By far the greatest number of writers attempted to ■. 
solve in some way the problem of what combinations of , 
qualities are most often found in leaders. Of great interest; 
are the findings of Middleton."' He defined as leaders only 
those men and women at DePauw University who at the time 
were presidents of some organization. Each was rated on 
the Rorth Caroiina Scale for'Fundamental fraits by four or 
more students who knew him well. For women leaders, the 
six traits having the highest mean''rankings in order of. 
magnitude.were; Character, intelligence, accuracy, per
sistence, artistic taste, ambition. , :The six’ traits having 
the lowest means werei' Radicalness, modesty, emotionality,

i ■ \ - ' ' " .
Ibid.., p. 93. : ' ; :

; %.C. Middleton, ’’Personality' Q,ualities Predominant
in Campus Leaders,11 Journal of Social Psychology, XIII 
(February, 1 9 W ». 199=201. , ;



deeisiirenesgji ascendancy j extroversion« For male leaders s 
the six.traits having the highest mean rankings were: 
Character j, intelligence * sociability, persistence; express
iveness, judgment* The six lowest weres Radicalness, ex
troversion, modesty, emotionality, adaptability, social 
seneiblilty* For the total group of leaders, the six high
est traits were: Character, intelligence, persistence, 
accuracy, sociability, and judgment* The six lowest: were:
Badicalness, modesty, emotionality, extroversion, decisive-

' ' ,   , * | ■nesg, and adaptability* Middleton comments:
The writer was somewhat surprised to find that such.

?traits5' as adaptability, decisiveness, ascendancy, ex
troversion, tact and poise, and social sensibility were 
given such low ratings* Certainly we have been led to 
believe (even been taught by psychologists) that extro—

. verts tend to be. leaders, and that in both school and 
society leadership depends (to what degree'is not known) 
Upon a certain amount of poise, decisiveness and adapt
ability*
Sa earlier and also revealing investigation was that 

of Flemming^ at the Horace Mann School for Girls * Leaders 
from grades nine, ten, and eleven 'were chosen by means of 
a point system, and a check list;of traits was given to the 
teachers» Besides being rated on the personality traits, 
each girl was; rated by the students on the.general trait of 
pleasantness * The correlation coefficient between leadership

' ^Ibldo, Po 201 * -v-:;. -
2Edwin d» Flemming, 15A Factor Analysis'of the Person- 

.allty.of High School Leaders,” Journal of Applied Psychol- , 
oĝ , XLX (1935), 596-605,
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and personality was e50» and between' leadership' and pleasant^ 
ness o33- '"Leadership like personality Itself, Is apparent-” 
ly made up of a number of Silrerse elements^ no one of which 
Is of paramount Importance In relation to the others »16̂
There were four traits which were positively and significant^ 
ly associated, with, leadership with correlations between o40 
and o-b?o These were liveliness, wide Interegts, intelli- 
gence, and being a good sport. Some.factors, like modesty, 
had negative correlations, The traits were then grouped in 
■clusters, as, (the fow leading ones.) the entertaining, the 
brilliant:, the cultured-’talented and the just. One, trait 
was picked from each of the eight clusters and the average 
correlated with leadership ,57, The conclusion was that: 
the possession of these eight traits, is no guarantee of 
election but fewlpersons without them would be elected,

Wetzel, ̂ Reals, ̂ and .Brown̂  all found that leaders 
tend to choose the college preparatory curriculum and that: 
they possess higher scholarship and Intelligence than non—

' leaders , . : ‘ . . .

: -Ibid,, pV bQO, ' . ; V =w:t
. .. ■ .̂ oA,: ..ifetzel,: MGharaeteristles'of Pupil Leaders,11 
School Review, XL (September, 1932:),. 532-34, i.

^Willis H, Reals, "Leadership In the High School,n 
■School Review,. XLTI (September, 1938). 523-316 . -

4 ' ’ ’. , ■ ■ ' .•.Marion Brown, “Leadership Auong High School. Pupils, B 
Teachers Gollege Record, XXX?.. (January, 1934),.. 324=26/ ......
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In addition other traits such as healthj, and outside influ
ences such as socio-economic standing and education of 
parents, were studied. '

In 1926 Oaldwell and Wellman**- summarised their find
ings on the characteristics of school leaders thus;

lo Characteristics of leaders varied with the type 
of activity. ■

2:. Scholarship was high for all leaders.
3 . !Ehe chronological ages- were close to the average 

of the class or less. :
ho Girl leaders were extroverts. Athletic leaders 

were "balanced "between extroversion and introversion 
Magasine staff, were Introverts. . . . "

5. Girls were average in height. Magazine staff were- 
shortest. Class presidents and athletic captains 
were tallest. • , : . .

Bey holds meed as his bases for designation as leaders 
offices: held s awards $ special recognition, officiating or 
participating in general assemblies, play participation, 
radio broadcasting, student asslstantshipe, captains of 
teams, publications, committee services. Ten faculty 
members assisted in making a rating scale. The results he 
obtained were;.

lo.W. Oaldwell and B. Wellman, “Characteristics of 
School Leaders,“ Journal of Educational Research, XIV , 
(June, 1926), 1-13T^^' ; ■ ; -

^Eloyd Johnson Reynolds, “Factors of Leadership 
Among Seniors of Central High School, Tulsa, Okla.,“ 
Journal of Educational Research, XXXVII (January, 1944),
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1« High sehopl leaders.excel nom-leaders In scholar— 
ship cand'Intelligence.

. 2-. Leaders rate higher on personality traits«
3o When the upper quartile of leaders are compared. - 

with the general group of leaders,- the select 
, leaders are sIgnIf1cantly higher in scholarship,_

- ■:; intelligences and personality traits . ,' "
4. Teachers, are ahle to detect with a fair degree- of 

j . ..accuracy , personality straits of leaders, " '
Si Height Is not a significant factor of leadership»
Probably the most extensive and most interesting of 

these studies is the one by Bellingrath^ in 1930° . fhe 
traits he studied were; sex, age, height, weight, intelli
gence, school marks, school habits, soeio-.eeonomic back-, 
ground, and introversion or extroversion.

' By means of a study of the high school annuals he 
' selected senior leaders.and- rated them.according to a 
point system. Those students having the highest number of 
points were designated as Group A. M  equal number of 
students with a score of zero were chosen as Group B. His 
results, are summarized here;

Sex : 1 : ' ■ ^ ' v'- ■ ;  ̂ ■
. I* A larger number of boys than girls are elected.

The average girl leader and the average boy leader 
/ _ hold about the same number of points. ... V • :

2. As .a whole there is; no; age difference. Boys are 
older, girls younger than non—leaders. .

^George G. Belllngrath, «Qualities .Associated with 
Leadership in the Extra-Ourricular Activities', of the High 
School,l! Teachers College Contributions to Education,,
I©. 3?:9, Teachers College," vColtiMbia.
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Height and, Weight ,
3» Boys are not larger than non-leaderss hut there is

- a tendeney in that direction. Girl leaders are
"both taller and heavier than non-leaders.

Intelligence
4. Ho difference ; :
Scholarship .
5. Leaders in extra-curricular.activities receive 
■; higher marks than non-leaders. ■
Sehooi Hahlts , \ ; .
6. Leaders" highly rated hy teachers.1

: Soeio-Econoialc Background . 1 ' ' . ,1. ;.
f 1 leaders have higher home background. ■
Xntroversion-Sxtroversion - -

' 8. Groups A. and'B. are not definitely one or the 
other according to the scale used. Questions 

. Studied in :.special grWps showed some difference.
Bellingrath5s general conclusions were;
1. In the ease of hoys„ there is no apparent relation 

between their height, weight, school markss or 
v school hahits> and 'elected, leaderships

2:o In the case of hoys, a slight positiye relation 
hetween their age and social and economic status 

: and elected leadership.
3. in the case of girls, a slight negative relation

- ; hetween age and elected leadership.
: 4. In the ease Of girls, there;' is a marked positive

relation hetween height, weight, school marks,
' school■hahlts, and social and economic status and 
■' elected leadership.

If should he of Interest to students and educators
alike, whether or not leadership evidenced In high school
persists into the later life of the individual. Courtenay^

Courtenay, ^Persistence, of Leadership, *■ 'School 
Review, XLfl (February, 1938), 97-10?.
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found that leadership in early years does have a tendency..
to persist and that non=leaders tend to gain a little
through the years,: , j -
" ■ ' 1 ; - ' ' •" :■ :Shannon, ' In a study of the post-e.chodl eareers of

high school students^ found that:
1»Sraduateh who were.leaders in pupil activity made 
a better showing.than scholars or random group,

2,Scholars seem, to he least successful in post- 
school:■ life, ' '

3oIt seems that whatever it is that is necessary 
for success in the high school is not the factor 
that is requisite for success in life,

h,Whatever is required to excel in the eztra.=eurr 1- 
culum life of the high school seems to he the same 

   thing that contributes most to success later,
5 he findings of this investigation do not eonsti- 
.-tutean indictment of life, fhey constitute an 

indictment of'the high .̂ school,. They suggest the 
need for curricular adjustment.

Perhaps the most significant of all findings regarding; 
the subject of leadership is, that by its very nature it is 
variable’ that is, that people who are chosen leadere: in 
one situation are probably followers in another, fo put 
it another way, the situatiom determines-, its- own qualifi
cation for a leader, Page,^ who conducted his study 
among cadets at West Point, came to the conclusion that

"Hi ,B« Shannon, iaftie Post<™School Cafeers of High—
School Leaders and High=-Bchool Scholars,11 School Review:,
XOTI1 (lovember, 1929)s 656- 665 *

%avid p. Page $ ^Measurement and Prediction of header-- 
ship,” American Journal of Sociology, ELI (July, 1935)»31-43
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®» «• » leadership is a function of a definite ' situation, that; 
ire cannot talk about leadership traits in general hut only 
as they appear in particular situations*^!

Roherts and Draper ' in arguing the benefits of extra=» 
curricular activities gives” . ' ' ■

(l) developing potential qualities of real cltigen- 
. : ; Ship. ■■ ' ' ■ ..

• |2) producing an appreciation of leadership and the
, dignity of fellowship— that the leader in one line' ■

. of activity say graciously serve in the ranks in 
' another ,

As a concluding,thought Stogdill3 brings up an Interest- 
ing, point; ' i , ; .

A most pertinent observation . * *. is made by 
.:. . Acker son. who reports that Mfhe correlations for ,

^leaders* and ®followers8 are not of opposite sign 
and similar magnitude as would be expected of traits 
supposed to be antitheticalo M These may not be the 
opposite poles- of a single uhderlying, trait* MIt may 
be that the true antithesis of 6leader^ is not.̂ follow- 
' er8-, but ’indifference8 , i:0e0.9; the. incapacity of un- ■ "
. willingness either to lead or to followo Thus it 

/ may be that some individuals who under one situation
• .'are leaders may under other conditions take the role .

of follower,, while .the true ’opposite1 is represented 
by the child who neither leads, nor follows*11

Summary -
. Summarizing these studies on leadership, the majority 

of the writers found that:

^ I b i d o , . p . * . b i o . -

' ..2A»1o Roberts and Iolo Draper, Rxtra-Olass and intra
mural Activities in High .Schools, p» .22.» Hew York: ,D .0.' 
Heath and Company, 1928.

epy. eito , p* 66..
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lo■Leaders are more intelligent but not too much more 
intelligent than the average of the group led.
Whether this intelligence is/a prerequisite to 
leadership or a concomitant to other traits is not 
known. '

2o leaders get higher marks than non-leaders, probably 
. because of their superior intelligenceand partici
pation in extra«eurri6ular activities apparently 
does mot affect their scholarship.

3o The traits of leadership differ according to the 
situations, and a leader in one set of conditions 
might be a follower in another0 

'-k’c, Leaders are not necessarily older or younger than 
.non-leaders* nor is height important®

5° Leaders possess good health and bodily energy* and 
lack modestyo‘

6® Leaders come from higher socio-economic backgrounds 
and are socially better adjusted than non-leaders. 

fo; Leadership tends to persist in later years®
This summary of findings; on the qualities associated 

with leadefship acts as a stimulus to the writer. It will 
be Interesting to observe whether the results of this Invest
igation compare favorably with those found by others® Items 
1 and & are of particular interest and significance for this 
study® Items 3 and 7 offer possibilities for further in
vestigation®



aSAPfER III
METHOD OP PROCEDURE

Introduction
This ohapter desoriises the groups of students chosen 

for 'investigation., the measuring • devices used> and presents, 
the statistical techniquea by which the results were obtained^ 
Oharaeterlstios of, Sr@to) Ohosen -

Since' this study Includes the.Variable- of leadership» ■ 
it was desired to selSWt students who exhibited at least 
to some degree the characteristic of leadership0 The 
students ohosen for Investigation were members of the 1950 
graduating elass of Tucson Senior High Schools Tucsonp 
Arlgonao There were 6^7'members of this class« From this 
large group a leader group of 173 seniors was.selected on 
the basis of their participation in extra»e:arrioular 
activities« For the purpose of this study» a leader is 
arbitrarily defined as one who participates, during his 
stay at Tucson High School$ in at least eight activities, 
each activity being counted- separately for each year of 
participation; thusp “'National Honor Society 3s “ would 
be counted as two activities« The 173 leaders were chosen 
by examining the senior index of the 1956 81 Tuosonian

•s . " , /; ■ '
• : The Tugs On ian j, Tucson 9 Arizona, 1950» Pp» 236=24?.
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. "bhe .jiaigh sehool. aanuals where each senior has listed the 
'extracurricular’activities participated in during his 
senior high school career0 There were 72 boys and 101 girls 
in. the group and their ages ranged from sixteen to twenty 
one. Table 1 shows the distribution and percentage of their 
ages 6 It will be seen that 35 per^cent of the group were 
either seventeen or eighteen years old«

TABhB 1 
AGES OF 1?3 LEADERS

Humber Per cent ' 
. ■ -516 1

17 38 v. 2B, 0
' 18 - j:O0 ----- 63 o0

19; '23r “ ' 13.0
20 ■ 2 ; 1.0.

: . 21 ; : ' 1  ' «5
Total • 173 ioo.o

In addition to . age and s ex:, the following information : 
about each student was obtained from the registrart 
'■■L*'score».'%*sc.0rev and.T^score (total) of the American 
Council on Education Psychological Examination^ cumulative 
scholastic average for four years (grades 9 through 12.), 
and'rank-; in elass^

Another group of 132.non-leaders was also chosen from
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the same senior class-by examination of the annual => These 
students had participated - in no extra^ourrioular activities0 
This group would have been larger except that it was very 
difficult to get data on them, so many having dropped out 
of sohoold- As far as possible the game information was 
obtained for the group of non—leaders as for the leaders0 
There were S9 boys and 72 girls in this group- and their agê s 
ranged from sixteen to twenty—three* Table 2 shows•the 
distribution of ages and the fact that’approximately 81 per 
cent of this group were either eighteen or nineteen years - 
oid. , - -

TABLE Z 
A6-EB. OF 133 NON-LEADERS "

- Age: Per cent
16 ■ •\:1 : o?

, w  , ... 7o6
18 64 49-0

. 19 - 42 . . . .. 32- 0
20 10 716

'' m-' • ' ,-;:4; r . ■ ;■■. 2*4; ;•...
■ 2% 0 0.0

23 i;-" V : ' i. y
Total 132. 100,0



Devices Weed , .

flais section describes the several measuring instruments 
used in the study„ '

She Leadership Bating Scale ; •
It was deemed necessary to construct an instrument; to 

measure the extent of partieipe.tion in extra^eurrieular 
aetivltiesyfor several reasons0 Firstj, no existing seale 
seemed appliea’ble to the present situation« in examination 
of other point systems^ such as those used by McOombs1 
Bellingrathj,^ FlemmimgjS Blehardson and Bfenawalt,̂  and othere;» 
led to the conclusion that it would not be feasible to user 
any of them, since the activities are different at different 
schools j, andj, moreoverj, similar activities have; different 
valuee. at different schools* Secondj, it was desired to 
weight the various activities according to the importance 
attached to them by the students at Tucson High School« .Third*

•kjesse E. McGombs ilxtra==0ufrlcular Activities and 
Scholarship^ M Unpublished Master y's thesis $ University of 
Ari2onas 1927=

2 • . . . 1 'George G» Belllngrath, "Qualities Associated with 
Leadership ‘in the Extra-Curricular Activities of the High 
Schools,88 Teachers College Contributions to Education, Ho«3.99» 
Teachers College, Columbiao

Q \ . . , , ’ ..
Edwin Go Flemming, 88A Factor Analysis of the Personal*̂  

ity of High School Leaders»1 Journal of Applied Psychology, 
XIX (19351, 596-6050. .' ‘ ‘ .. ~ ^ mrrrr~~.

u  ;
H 0H 0 Hichardson and N »'G« Hanawa.lt s "Leadership as 

Related to the Bermreuter Personality Measure's: 1. College
Leadership in Extra-Curricular Activities,18 Journal of 
Social Psychology» XVII (19̂ 3 5» 237-249.
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fmcBon High Sehool maintains no point system reflecting 
participation in extra-curricular activitieso And 'fourth# 
since leadership was defined as participation in extra
curricular activities# a numerical index was necessary so 
that the interrelationships between scholarship# intelligence# 
and leadership could he studied» Accordingly the writer 
undertook to develop such a scale* Details of the construct 
tion of this soala follow* / :

To huild a value scale for extra-curricular activities 
which would apply particularly to Tucson High School and 
which would he representative of the relative importance 
attached to each activity at ■ that school# a list , of extram ' ' , 
curricular aetivities was made using the high school annual 
as .a source hook* This list included musical# social# ath
letic # journalistic# scholastic# and honorary organisations#
■ as well'as'positions, of honor# such as class presidents# 
flag bearer# Boys State-governor* A complete list will he 
'found in Appendix: A* The list was then submitted to one 
hundred Tucson High School summer •students who had attended 
that 'school for ,at least a,year* Of these one hundred 
students forty—two were seniors# forty—six were juniors# 
and twelve were Sophomores = The group was fairly well 
divided as to sex:# forty-eight being boys and fifty-two 
girls* Their ages ranged from fourteen to twenty—six years':# 
most of the group.being either sixteen or,seventeen years 
old. This group of students' was asked their opinion of the-
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various aetivlljieBs;, and. asked to rate them as if Impor
tant or outstanding, M2% if of average importance, and ^l611, 
if of minor importance» It, was decided to use the three- 
point scale heeaus@i if a scale with more divisions were 
used, say, one to ten, it would be verj difficult for studemts 
to make the fine discriminations necessary,., fhree was chosen 
for top value to increase the numerical size ©f leadership 
scoreso Jfter the students had rated the activitiess the 
'replies were tallied and averaged, for■each activity, office, 
or position of honor« This gave -a definite numerical value 
for each activity. A, copy of the rating scale may he found, 
in Appendix Ac ■ ,

; . To offer some evidence as, to the validity of the scale 
thus made, eleven Tueson Sigh School teachers were asked', to 
rate the same actlvltieso These included.teachers of 
English, Mathematies$ Bookkeeping, driver training, coun
selors and the principal» While there are some small 
differences (see Appendix B* for teachers® ratings), in 
general the two scales eompiare very favorahly:= In com
puting leadership scores- the students® rating scale was 
used .exclusivelyo - \

In the use of the ■leadership rating scale, the as sump
tion was made that leadership consists of hpth active par
ticipation (that is, number of activities participated in) : 
and election to officeo Therefore, when scores were com
puted, an additive method was used, each activity being
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given the value assigned to it on the rating scale for each 
year of participation; but if the student was an officer#

raised some difficulty# for it will he. noted: that in four

helng a minor off'lGer, In these cases# which were very fê r# 
a- student who was an officer was given the higher or member
ship rating# since obviously he had to be a member before 
becoming an officer<, However, his score should have been 
higher# if he had been given additional credit for his office* 

.Each of the 173 students who met the requirements for 
leader and on whom data could be found was given a leadership 
score by the above method= A sample card will show how 
this was donso

the higher value was assigned for.:, that year. 3?his last;

.national Honor Society$ Thespians# Girls1 T Olub 
Sports Leaders oh,' the students1 rating scale# 
in the'organization rates .slightly higher than

Same of student
Glass Gouncil 
Dance Gommittee 
Football

3
32;

intramural Sports- 3 
Junior Bed Gross 3
Junior Bed Gross 4
House of Hepre-

2.o832.28
2.09
2.09

sentatives k
Bachelors Glub 3

2.0 38
1.79

Total 18.2S

The numbers following the activity represent the.year 
of participation and the numbers at the right of the card#
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the rating given that activity on the students* rating seals. 
She total/ 18»23 s Is this student *s leadership score j, as it 
will he referred to hereafter* Scores for the 173 leaders .
ranged froia 71o33; to llo5?o

As further evidence of validity8 leadership scores .• 
were computed for seniors participating in five „ sik, or 
seven activitiess to ascertain if any student omitted at 
first had a score; of 11«5? or higher* Ho additional leaders 
were found in this way* Also a perusal of a section of the. 
annual called "’Who8 g Who11 ̂  containing pictures and brief 
write-ups of twenty-eight prominent seniors and'two out
standing juniors I showed that all twenty-eight were high on 
the list of selected leaders*

3?he Measure of Scholastic Aptitude
American .Council on Education Psychological Examination 

scores were available for each studento This widely known 
test was accepted as■ an adequate measure of mental ability* 
There are four parts of this tests the scores of two of
which may be combined into what is called an L-score, in
dicative of linguistic abilitys and the other two a Q-score, 
indicative of quantitative ability* Aeeording to the manual^ 
of instructions:

 . -

The Tucsonian/ Tucson* Arizona, 1950* Pp* 186-191*
American Oouncii on Education„: Manual for American 

Council on Education Psychological Examination * Hew York: 
Educational Testing Service, Gooperafive Test Division, 1948*
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r _ 11 has Wen found ttiat> itr general^ linguistic
tests gi*re a higher eorrelation with scholarship than 
do quantitative tests. This higher correlation is 
probably* in partg due to the fact that most of the 
high school courses depend more upon linguistic abilities 
than upon the abilities Involved in quantitative 
thinking;. For the scientific and technical curricula 
the quantitative tests may be more significant . . .
The scores are roughly indicative of the level of 
mental alertness of the student, but they should not 
be taken so seriously as to exclude other evidences of 
intelligenee and talent in individual cases. . . . In 
those schools where sectioning of classes in accordance 
with ability or preparation is customary» these test 
forms may serve as part of the evidence upon which the 

■ sectioning is- based. , 1 \
The IfScorea, Qrs'coreep and- T-=scores (total scores) 

were all obtained from the registrar8 s office for each of 
the 173 leaders and the 132 non~leaders»

The Index: of Academic Achievement 
Cumulative grade point averages for each student8 s 

four years of high school were-obtained. The names of 
students in attendance for less, than one year were dis
carded. It is realised that grade averages are quite sub
jective in nature^ but they were the only measure available 
of the achievement of students in school subjects$ and, 
therefore:, the only available measure of scholarship. 
Statistical Techniques Used .■

Oorreiation
. - As a means of showing relationship, correlations were. ■ . , . ' ■ . ' . . ■■ ■ ; . - ■' , ,

computed, using the Pearson produet-moment method, between 
leadership scores and'la-scores, leadership scores and 
Qrscdres, leadership scores- and .T-scores, and between 
leadership scores and scholastic averages.
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The formula"*" used is:

where ^  means summation, x and y are deviations from the
assumed means of the two distributions, cx and c;y the 
correction in interval units, is the number of cases, and

Difference Between the Means
To determine whether or not there are significant 

differences between groups, first the means of each group 
are found, then the deviations from the means are squared, 
and the standard deviation is computed from the following 
formula:^

where jT means summation, stands for a score in Group 1, 
and N is the number of cases. Then the standard error of

Education, p. 2_, .   ____  ___v , mpany,
inc., 19^8.

2Ibid., p. 206.

^  and are the standard deviations.

\ (Nr 0 (N2- 0

1Henry E.
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the difference Is obtained by this formula:

’ 5 1 >
N. -t- W

Tests of Reliability
The significance of the correlations was tested by

•preference to Table 49 in Garrett. The significance of
differences between means was determined by using Garrett*s

It is generally accepted that a critical ratio of 
3.0 or more indicates a very high level of confidence. 
Summary

This chapter has outlined the approach used to study 
the relationships between leadership, intelligence, and 
scholarship. It has presented and described the group 
studied. It has also described the measuring devices used 
and discussed the statistical techniques by which the 
results were obtained. The findings will be discussed in 
Chapter IV.

formula: 3

1Ibia., p. 206.
2Ibld., p. 299. 
3Ibid., p. 205.
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' E2[flHI. TO WEIGH HYPOTHESES; .ARE SUPPORTED

Introdaotlon . ■ '
The method having been explained in Chapter III, Chap?* 

ter IT will shew the results of the correlations, the eom— 
parisoris made "by finding the difference between means, and 
.will give an interpretation of findings»
Correlations

. In order to show relationships, if any, between the- ' 
variables being investigated, correlations were*found between 
leadership scores and L=»scores, leadership scores and Qr 
scores, leadership scores and T-scores, and leadership scores 
and scholastic averages» The reader will recall that L- 
scores and Qrscores are the part scores yielded by the Amer- ■ 
lean Council on Education Psychological Examination. T«scores 
are the sums of L=-scores and OrScores. Table 3 presents the*- 
correlations and their level of signif loanee:o; ̂ " All r 8:s • are; 
positive: and significant, though not very large. The 
differences between r^s are not’ significant. In fact, rss : 
are numerically the ease for the correlations between leader
ship scores and T-scores and between leadership scores and 
scholastic averages. The significance of the obtained r®s



was tested %  reference to Table- 49 in Garrett."*"

TABLE 3
IMTERGORRELATIGHS BETWEEN LEADERSHIP, INTELLIGENCE, AND

SCHOLARSHIP (H = 1?3)

.Measures correlated - r 1 Level of Significance
Leadership scores and 
,' A. G.VE* L-seores 'oil' i . beyond .01
Leadership scores and 

. AoG oEo Qr sc ores o.'23," '! V beyond O01
Leadership- scores and 
AoC-.Eo T^scores . o25 beyond .01

Leadership scores and 
scholastic, averages, o25 beyond *01 .

Thus s, we 3Bay he confident that r*g as large as those 
obtained, would occur- less than one® in a hundred trials if 
there were no true relationship between the variables» In 
other words A we may be very confident that the true rela
tionships are not >ero, \ .
Comparison of Two Groups of Leaders

The problem may be approached in another way. If the 
total group of 173 leaders were divided into those making

]Henry Eo Garrett» Statistics in Psychology and 
Education a p ;, ,299° New York; Longmans 2 Green and Company. 
IncVs' 3^7. :  ̂ -
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high leadership scores and those making leadership 
scores> perhaps some significant differences in scholastic)' 
aptitude and academic achievement might be noted= There^ 
fore from the group of 173 leaders, the thirty students 
having' the highest leadership scores and the thirty students 
haying the lowest leadership scores•were selected for com
parison a By finding the difference between means, .these- 
two groups of students were compared as to L-seores, Q* 
scores s and. ̂ -scoreSo- ■ This shows whether or not there are 
differences in intelligence between those with highest 
leadership scores and;those with lower leadership scores„ 
Table 4 shows these comparisons<> : : :

v ; T ABLE %
001PAR1S0H Of THE SGHOLASTIG' APTITUDE OF STUDEHTS M T 1 M  
HIGH LEADERSHIP SCORES WISH THAT OF THOSE HAYING LOWER 
LEADERSHIP SCORES: BY DIFFEEEHGE' BET1EEH ;1EANB '($$ r 30 )

Basis of Comparison Mean of lean of D D .
Group I Group 2 s

L-scores 74*83 64*65 10.18 3*26

Orscores : 2? *65 24*50 5*15 3o08

Twseores 104.50 89»80 14.70 3»oo
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fhe differences between means are given in column D$ - 
and the critical ratio, or the difference divided by the 
standard:error of the difference, is given in the last 
column, in every case the mean of Group 1'(high leadership 
scores) exceeds the mean of Group 2 (low leadership- scores), 
and the critical ratio in each case'shows that this difference 
is significant. In other words, students with the highest 
leadership ratings score significantly higher in scholastic 
aptitude than do those with lower leadership ratings.

Next these same two groups of thirty students each were \ 
compared as to scholarship by the difference,between means, 
fable 5 gives the results, - :;-

; $  a b l e  5- ; :

G01PAR1SOH OF SCHOLARSHIP OF STUDENTS HAVING HIGH AND'LOW 
LEADERSHIP SCORES BX. THE DIFFERENCE. BETWEEN MEANS (N =30)

Basis of Comparison 1 Meah ,of^ 
1 Group 1

, Mean of I 
:Gr p up 2 ■ :

Grade Averages 1 2.28 1- =51^ 3-6

It will be not ê. that . In scholarship also the mean of 
Group 1 exceeds the mean of Group 2, and the difference of 
<,51 is significant o- Thus we can say that even when the . 
group of leaders is sub-divided into those making high 
leadership scores and those making low leadership scores, 
significant differences, in scholarship are noted in favor 
of the students receiving the highest leadership ratings.
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.O.amtraffisoh: of Leaders with Mon^Leaders
Another approach to this. problem is a comparison of 

leaders with non^leaderSo ; $he 132-- students previonsly 
selected who haciL no participation in extra—cnrricular 
activities were compared with an equal numher of students 
makingthe highest le adersSip scores»" The same processs, 
finding ■ the difference between. means s was . used®: fable - 6
shows the results' of comparisons on the basis of li-seores* 
Q^sooreS j, and T̂ seoreso..' 't , t ' ,̂ :

3AJBLE S  :

Q0MPAR1S0N OF THE SGHOLABTIO APTITHDE OF EE ABE'® WITH THAT; 
OF MOH-LEABERS BY FINDING THE DIFFERENCE BETt'JEEM HAMS

Basis of Comparison M e an .' o f . 
.Group 1

lean of 
Group .2 B - B

<

li-seores 6$»7& 53.o 9? 15 = f 9 . 8=05

Qrscores . 25-75 21=08 - 4o6? ; 5 = 02

.S-scores ..■95.15 74=68 20=47 8=06

It can be seen, that the. means of Group 1 (leaders) are. 
higher than the means of Group 2. (non=leaders) P and that the. 
critical ratios are much higher than those in Table 4«
These results are. to be expected since leaders are eoapar.ed 
with those having no leadership» The high critical ratios 
indicate, greater differences than when sub-groups of the
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X73V lea<i©r>s are .eomparedo
■ ■ . ■ fhesE two groups of. 132: students each were also com

pared on the basis of schoXarshipo Sable 7 shows the results»

■- SABLE 7 .
GOMPARISOH OF SCHOLARSHIP OP LEADERS AID NON-LEADERS: BY 
FINDING SHE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MEMS (N - 13E)

Basis ojr Comparison 'lean of .' 
Leaders

Mean:of 
I Non-Leaders D D

*h:

Grade' Averages ' 2113 2»89 • j ■ ,76 9<>5

Here the .difference'.between, means is small9 numerically» 
but the. critical ratio Is the highest founds Indicating that:, 
there is a very:real and significant difference in scholar
ship between leaders and non̂ lea.derse . fhe difference favors, 
those with high leadership ratings» fhis diff erence in ' 
scholarship is indicated on permanent record cards$ as will 
be stated later in this chapter$
' Leadership of Boys and 0-lrls . r  ' :

An investigation was made of whether there was any 
difference in leadership between boys .and. girls* Ihe mean 
leadership scores of the 72 boys and the 101 girls were 
computed. Table .8 shows the comparison of leadership 
scores of boys and girls.
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S 8
GOMPARISOH OF LEADERSHIP SCORES OF BOIS AID GIRLS BJ FIID- 

I1G $HE DIFFEHEIOE. BEfISEI. HEAIS

fean, of

29.61

Me:ma of 
Girls (5

28.17

Bog's

13.08

o~Girls D D

12.84 1.44 =7a

By the difference 'between means formula It was found 
that the real difference of 1.44 divided by the ̂  of 2:«© 
yielded a erltleal ratio of .72?1 whleh is not significant:. 
Sherefbre, no real difference in leadership between boys 
and girls was Indicated.

Correlations .
: She correlation coefficients found indicate that there 

is a positive and significant relationship between intelli^ 
genee and leadership, and between scholar ship'- and leadership 
for the ■ population used as a sample. Coefficients are 
smallj, ranging from .21 to .25. Since I is large, however1, 
even these small coefficients are very significant.

of Students Having High Leadership and Those
Having Low

By comparing two sub-groups.of the total leader group 
(I =173), which is only a little more than one-fourth of 
the total graduating class (I = 677)? a stricter test was 
made of differences than is the case when the"total group
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of leaders tras compared with the group which exhibited no 
leadership ar alio This is shown in the smaller etltieal 
ratios obtained where the finest discrimintaion was madeo : ;
It is worth notings, however, that the G'R$s indicated signi*~- • 
fiaant differences in scholarship' and intelligence even when 
the strictest test was applied= fhis is taken to indicat® 
some validity for the leadership scale1 as well as being a 
means of, attacking the hypotheses? ©stablished=

Oomparlson of headers and Non-Leaders 
, #ie# student s having no participation in extras curries^ 

lar activities;' are compared with the. leaders., ■ it is, expected 
that greater differences will appear«. Table 6 shows not 
only the differences' between the means> but also critics,! 
ratios that .are twb to" three times: as large as those In 
Table 4.- This Indicates that students, who participate active- 
iy in extra-curricular activities really are different in 
intelligence and in scholarship from the students who do not 
participate*

, Reasons for non-leadership .
Qomments made by counselors on permanent record cards 

gave an indication of some reasons why students do not parti
cipate in extra-curricular activities» One reason is ill- 
ness. One girl lost so much time from school because of 111—- 
ness that it was very difficult for her even to pass her 
school subjects, without spending additional time and energy 
on extra—curricular activities* A second reason is that:
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many stm&ents had recently entered Tucson High School and 
had not had time to get acquainted and take part in the 
activities. A third reason which seems to he indicated is 
that students belonging to minority groups (Chinese} Negro % 
Mexican) are poorly adjusted socially and feel left out.
It is true that there are - some notable exceptions to this:
(one Hegro boy stands high in the list of leaders)s but on 
the whole many of the minority students are in the non™ ' 
participant group. A fourth reason for non-participation 
is lack of interest. These students are poor scholars, 
they are always being called by the counselors for confer^ 
enoeSi, and they seem not to be interested in anything. This . 
is probably the.greatest reason for non-participation. Con
centration on scholarship represents the fifth reason, although 
scholars make up ;a very, small percentage of the non-partici
pant group. These are the students who do nothing but study. 
They make very'high grades but enter no activities. Last 
of all'9 ' and also, fortunately, in the minority, are juvenile: 
delinquents. One very outstanding case in this particular 
group is a boy who did not graduate with his class because 
he was . in trouble with the law. : .H® had been suspended 
three times for hen—attendance, if he and others of his 
gang had been busy, at worthwhile activities, they might . 
have had less .time to roam the streets and get into trouble.
All of these types- represent problems which counselors
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pro'ba'blf reoogais© and do what they can to help solve* 
Stimraary

The tables and explanation In this chapter have demon*̂  
strated the; hesmlts ohtaiBed "by correlation and those ob== , 
tained by comparing mean scores.* • The meaning of the results 
for this study has been pointed out. Chapter V will present 
the conclusions which seem justified from the findings; - 
Just-presented. .
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. ., •; • GOHOLUSIONS v ;

■ This investigation has attempted to determine the
relationships existing between leaderships intelligences
and scholarship* It is to be remembered3 howeverp that
the study has been conducted using■only a sample* If another
sample werechosen, the results.might be somewhat different*
Aocordlng to Bolzinger;^

All statistical quantities such as averages and 
measures of relationships are based upon samples. The 
results found from one sample will■never quite agree 
With those found from anotherj, nor with those from the 
whole population from which the samples were chosen*
The particular hypotheses upon which this study is 

based are stated in Chapter I as follows:
1* That no significant relationship exists:between 

intelligence and leadership for the population 
studied*

2* That no significant relationship exists between 
scholarship and leadership for the population 
studied*

This is a way of stating the hull hypothesis* The

v "4carl J* Holzinger, Statistical Methods for Students 
in Education„ p* 231* Boston; G-inn and Company»

: . ■ • : V AO : • " '



■ '■ ' ' - : ■ 2,-null hypothesis asserts that no true difference exists 
between two samples.;of; a population except by :sampling 
errors»".When' differences are discovered which are large 
enough not to be attributed to sampling.errors, we discard 
the null hypothesiso •

'In this investigation the following results were found 
10 For the population studied a definite, positive, 

and significant relationship between intelligence 
and leadership does exists:

2, For the population studied a definite, positive,
. and; significant relationship between scholarship 
and leadership does exist«

Therefore, We can say that, using the conception of 
leadership as stated in this study, and for the population 
chosen, the null hypotheses have been disproved. To the 
extent to which Tucson high school students are represent 
tative of all high school students the findings may be 
generalised to this larger population» There seems to be 
no reason to believe they are greatly different.

Summarizing the comparisons made between groups with 
varying leadership ratings, who were compared' as to

■̂ Henry S» Garrett, Statistics in Psychology and 
gddcatlon,. p, 232. New Ybrll" "'"Longmans, Green and- 
Company» Inc., 19^7° '



scholastic aptitude and scholarship„'we may say that:
lo Students who participate most actively in extra- 
: ‘ curricular activities are more intelligent than
those participating somewhat less actively„ although 
active participants are not a great deal more . 
intelligent than the leas active students« (Diff
erences were not great, though significant.)

2.: The most active participants do make better grades 
than those who are somewhat less active. Again the 
differences were not greati though significant,

3, Students who are most active in extra-curricular 
activities are considerably more intelligent and 
make much better grades than complete non-part!-

• . • cipants, The differences here were the greatest
found in this study.



APPEHDIX A
• ’STUDENTS^ RATINGS 

OF EXfE6F0imRI0m,AR A O H H T I E E

fhe fuesonian ; 2=83 6-irle1 T Club 2=15
Co-Editor v: ■ : " ' . 2 = 52. President 2 = 23
Man = Editor . 2=34 Other "Officer 1=83
Bus = Manager ,2=11 Member" ' ' 1=84
Other Etaff̂  Member ' lb:8? "
, , . * ferpsichoros 1=97

Cactus Chronicle 2 = 68 President A , 2= 03
Editor , ' 2 = 65 Other Officer 1=77
Man = • Editor 2=34 Member 1=71

' Bus = - Manager " 2=09
Other Staff Member- 1=86 Oraphic Arts Club 2=12
' A- ' A' ' ' : President 2=23

Quarterly , A. 2=18 ■ Other Officer - , 1=81
Editor ; 2=48 Member 1=81
■ Man= Editor A 2 = 16
Other Staff Member, 1=76 Boys State- ' 2=73

Governor - 2=67
ADiational - Honor Society 2=69 Representative?' 2=55

President - 2=56
Other Officer 2=12: Oirls State- 2=70
Me&ber ■ 2=13 Governor - 2=62
’ - ■ Representative- 2=48

GirlstiSocial Hour 2=15
President 2=30 Student Body Pres = 2 = 89
Other Officer ■ 1=84 VIee-Pres»Stu = Body 2=52
-•Member 1= 70 Bee» Student Body 2=60
,-Â aA ’ : " , ■’ ■ douncIl-at-Large^ 2=36)

Boyss Social Hour 2=24 House of'Representa- ■ ■
President . , 2=36 tlves 2=38 .
Other Officer 1=89

- Member -■ 1=80 Senior Glass Pres= 2=80
• Senior Class Vice-

Junior ; Red Cross 2=46 A " ' Pres= 2=51-
President A , 2=42 Senior Class Sec~Treas =, 2 = 55 .
Council Member 2=03 '
Honor 'Service : Junior Class Pres = 2=70

: : Society ■ 2=23 Junior Glass Vice-
Red Gross Chairman • 2=09 -Pres. 2=47

Junior Glass Secretary 2=50
Ihespiane ' , 2=22 - _President 2=36 Sophomore Class Pres. . 2=61
Other Officer 1=86 Sophomore Class Vice-
Member - ‘ 1 = 95 Pres. 2=35
Part in Play 2=09 Sophomore Class See. 2=37
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APPENDIX A  (eOBt.)
Class Council 
Assembly Committee
Hodeo Queen 
Queen Attendants
National Art Honor
Dance Committee 1 
Danee Leader ■'/> -''..
Song Dancer
Flag Bearer 
Junior Cuard 
Mid-XT. Grad Guard 
Graduation Speaker 
Peace Symposium .

' Speaker
Band
Student Director 
Member

Orchestra ■..
Officer
Member

Swing Band
Vocal Quartette , •'
Badger;Balladeers
Allegretto
Allegro
Balladettes
Arlon Club ■ .
Lyre4 s Club
National Instrumental
Music Society
Letterman4 s Club 
President 
Other Officer 
Member'

Girls* Sports Leaders 
President 
Other Officer 
Member

Football

2.o - 
2,48
2o2.8
1,93

2,32
2.34
2.192.08
2.28
2.232.14 2.60
2.17
2.37 • 
2.392.14
2. 2.8
2.14 
2.13
2.532.022.121.96
1.941.98
1.70
1=77
1=93
2.42
2.42 
2.02 
1,99
2.232.24 
1,89 
1.91
2.82

Basketball
Baseball
Track
Boys4 Tennis 
Girls® Tennis 
Golf
Intramural Sports

Intramural Board 
Basketball Manager 
. Bas ©ball • Manager •
Football Manager
G.A.A,
President 
Other Officer 

": Member . - .
Pep Squad 
Twirling Squad 
Drum’ Major 
Cheer Leaders 
Song Leaders
Bi-Oh@m~Phy 
Organ Club 
Badger Cmera

Clickers- 
Gun Nuts Club 
Afternoon French Club 
'»30w Club ’
Morning French Club 
FI Club Cervantes 
Rhythm Eo11ers :
Star Gazers Club 
Co-Ed Club 
Music Appreciation 
Hot Rod Club 
Ski Club 
Stamp Club
Radio Production Club 
Allied Youth 
Bridge: Club 
Rifle Club .
Latin Forum ;
Ping Pong Club 
.Seribbiers Club 
Senior Office Com,

2.64 
2.47 2,28
2.09 
2.13 
1,89 
2.28 2.02: 
1,94 2.11 2.38 
2.37
2.39
2.29
2.40
1:11

2.392,20
2,242=622.21
2.05
1.79
2.08
ills
2.04
1.70
1.81.
1.831.621.98
1.98
1.97'
1.93
1,59
2.09 
1=92 
1.53 1,78 1.76 
1.67 
1.70 2.22
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APPENDIX; A (eont.)
Futmre Basiness
Leaders of America 

f oHoS. Forum 
Social Life Com» 
Hostess Olub ■ 
Science Olub 
Skating Club'
Golf Club 
Bachelors 01u"b 
Ghess Gluh 
Bowling Gluh

2*31 Speech Club 1.91
2*04 Biding Club ; 1. 92
2* 00 Radio Club 2.00
1.82. Heedlewdrk Club 2.00
2.13 Hiking Club 2.00
1.96 _ - - ' ■ V.

1.98 Officers for above clubs
1.79 President 2.45
1.71 Yiee~Pres» 2.03
1.90 Secretary 2.04

Treasurer 2*01



APPENDIX B
TEAGHEBS8 RATINGS 

OF EXTRASOURRIOULAR ACTIVITIES:

The Tucsonlan 3*00
Co*=>Editor . 2*82.
Han- Editor 2=90
Bus* "Manager 2*82
Other Staff Member 1*82

Oactns Chronicle ■ 3*00
Editor 2*90
Man* Editor . 2=90
. .Bus* Manager ■.' I 3*00
Other Staff Member 2*00

Quarterly • 2=73
Editor 2=-0*4
Man* Editor , 2*64
Other Staff Member 1*45

National Honor Society 2*54
. President ■ 2=50
Other Officer 2*10
Member. . 1=80

Girls1 Social Hour 2=50
President 2*64
Other Officer 1*82

. Member : 1*45
Boys1 Social Hour , 2=50
. President 2*64
Other Officer . ‘ 1*82.
Member 1=45

Junior Red Gross 2=3.6
President '2*45
Council Member . , 1*90
Honor Service •

Society ■ 2*00
Red dross Chairman ;!* 90
Thespians 2*20
President, ’ 2*20
Other Officer , 1*80.
' Member *' - 1* 70
Part in Play ■ • 2*30

Girls8 T Club • 2*2©.President 2*2?Other Officer 1*90Member, 1.73
Terp’siehoros 2*09
.. President 2=10
Other Officer ■ 1*8?
Member 1*66

Graphic Arts Club v 1=28
President 1=62
Other Officer 1*25Member . 1*12

Boys. State- 2*50
Governor ' 2=60

..Representative v 2*30
Girls State ' 2*50
Goyernor 2=60
Representative 2*30

Student Body Pres* ; 2*90
Vice-Pres* Stu-Body 2=55Sec * Student Body 2*55Go uneilman-at-Large 2*44
House of R©prepentatives2.=25
Senior Class Pres» 2*78
Senior Glass. Vice-
• Pres* 2=33

Senior Class See*-
% freas* 2*33:
Junior Class Pres * . 2*6?
Junior Class Vice-.
X , • Pres* 2*11
Junior Glass Secretary 2*22
Sophomore Class Pres* 2=?8
Sophomore Glass Vice-
/h “ Pres* 2 = 22

Sophomore Class. Sec * 2=33



APPENDIX B (eont.)
Class Counell ' 1-75 Basketball 3-00
Assembly Committee ' 1.55 Baseball 2=90

Iraek 2.64
Rodeo Queen 1.90 Boys8 Tennis : 2 .45
Queen Attendants 1.60 Girls1 Tennis 2.36

Golf 2.18
National Ayt Honor Intramural Sports 1.90
; . . ■' ■ Society 1.60 Wrestling 1-50
Dance Committee 2.00 Bowling 1-37Dance leader 1-33 Intramural Board 1.50
Song Dancer' 1-33 Basketball Manager 1.87

Baseball Manager 1.87Flag Bearer 2.11 Football Manager 1.87
Junior Guard 2.11
Mld-Yr. Grado Guard 2.11 G a A. A. 1.67Graduation Speaker, 2.77 President 2.33Peace' Symposium • Other Officer 1-89., ' "::'":" Speaker 2.33 Member ' 1-55
Band 2.66 Pep Squad 1-55Student Director 2.45 Twirling Squad 1.89- Member ■ ■ . 1-73 Drum..Major 2.00

Cheer Leaders 2.10
Orchestra / 2.40 Song Leaders . I.7 8,
Officer . 2.09 . W ; . ,

' ; 1.64 Bl-Ghem-Phy 1-55
Organ Club V 1.33Swing' - Band1' ■ 2.46 Badger Camera

focal;, Quartette. 2.30 Clickers 1.40
Badger"Ballade era . 2.20 Gun Buts Club 1.11
Allegretto 2.10 Afternoon French Club 1.11
Allegro : • 1.37 "30" Club 1.77Ballad'ettes 1-37 Morning French Club 1.11
Arlon Club 1.37 Si Club Cervantes 1.33
Lyre 8 s Club 1.25 Rhythm Rollers ' 1.60
National instrumen Star Gazers Club 1-33
tal Music Society 1.25" Co-Ed Club 1.33

Music Appreciation 1-30
betterments Club 2.27 Hot Rod" Club 1.33
President 2.30 ' Ski Club 1.44
Other Officer 1.80 Stamp Club 1.40
Member 1.60 Radio Production

: Club 1.2-2
Girlsi: Sports Leaders 2.09 Allied YOuth 1.22:
President 2.09 Bridge Club 1.40
: Other Officer 1-73 Rifle Club 1-33
Member - -: 1.45 Latin Forum . : 1-33

Ping Pong Club 1.30
Football 3-00 Scribblers1 Club ; 1.22



APPENDIX 3  Ceonto)
Senior Offlee Gom0 
Future Bits, Leaders 

of America 
SoHoSo Forum 
Social Life 0om« 
Hostess Club 
Science Club 
Skating Club 
Co If C lub 
Bachelors Club 
Chess Club

1 = 55 Bowling Club, 1-25
1=44

Speech Club 1-12
Hiding Club 1=12

1-25: Badiq Club 2.00
1-25 Needlework Club 2- 00
1-12 Hiking Club 2-00
1 = 25 0 11.37 Officers for above
1-37 President 1-71
1-25 Viee-Prego ■- 1-37
1-25 Secretary 1-50

:Treasurer 1.37
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